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Abstract

We investigate the properties of an interplanetary (IP) shock (Mf= 2.1, θ= 80°) that was detected by Wind on
1999 September 12 and was magnetically connected to the terrestrial bow shock. Key results are obtained
concerning how the IP shock modifies the terrestrial foreshock electron and ion dynamics: (1) Intensive Langmuir
waves were detected downstream of the IP shock due to the enhanced penetrating terrestrial foreshock electron
beams. (2) Whistler heat flux instabilities associated with the oblique precursor whistler pitch-angle scatter the
suprathermal electrons, together with the normal betatron acceleration that occurs across the IP shock. (3) The IP
shock interacts with the antisunward propagating Alfvén waves/fluctuations, and the shocked plasma shows both
Alfvénic and mirror-mode features where Alfvén waves were separated into two parts propagating in opposite
directions. (4) Intense specularly reflected gyrating ions were detected around the IP shock, which indicates that the
energy dissipation effects at the IP shock depend on both reflected ions and the waves intrinsic to the shock. These
results provide new insights into the interaction between an IP shock and the terrestrial foreshock.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Solar wind (1534); Interplanetary shocks (829); Alfven waves (23);
Shocks (2086); Planetary bow shocks (1246)

1. Introduction

Collisionless shocks are important plasma structures, and
appear ubiquitously in the solar wind and around the planets.
From the Sun to the Earth, interplanetary (IP) shocks are
typically driven by coronal mass ejections (CMEs) or by the
fast solar wind (e.g., Liu et al. 2012, 2014a, 2014b; Möstl et al.
2012; Lugaz et al. 2015; Zhao et al. 2019b). Near the Earth, the
bow shock forms in front of the Earth due to the interaction
between the solar wind and the Earth’s magnetosphere.
Upstream of the terrestrial bow shock, the region that is
magnetically connected to the shock is called the terrestrial
foreshock. It is well-known and has long been investigated that
the terrestrial foreshock region is dominated by waves and
backstreaming particles (Wilson 2016; Parks et al. 2017).
When IP shocks are Earth directed, they may interact with the
terrestrial foreshock region, which is of great significance for
both space weather predictions and fundamental plasma
physics (e.g., Prěch et al. 2009; Šafránková et al. 2007a,
2007b; Goncharov et al. 2018). Previous studies mainly
focused on how the mutual interaction modifies the geometry,
propagation, and strength of the IP shock. There are still very

few studies of how an IP shock modifies terrestrial foreshock
electron and ion dynamics and associated waves, however.
Terrestrial foreshocks are identified by the enhanced flux of

backstreaming particles. Due to the E×B drift and high mass
ratio between the ions and electrons, a clear separation appears
between the ion and electron foreshock boundaries (see Parks
et al. 2017). In the region between the ion and electron foreshock
boundaries, only backstreaming electrons are detected. In
contrast, in the ion foreshock region, both backstreaming ions
and electrons are observed. The backstreaming electrons can
exhibit a bump on tail electron velocity distribution function that
is unstable to the growth of Langmuir waves via Landau
resonance (see Savoini & Lembège 2001; Pulupa et al.
2011, 2012, and references therein). Savoini & Lembège
(2001) showed that local backstreaming-electron distributions
consist of two components: (i) a high-energy component
characterized by a field-aligned bump on tail or beam signature,
and/or (ii) a low-energy component characterized by a loss-cone
signature. Also, electrons that are locally accelerated in the deep
downstream region may escape back into the upstream region
(Savoini & Lembege 2009). Furthermore, in the leading edge of
the electron foreshock region, the most intense Langmuir waves
around the local electron plasma frequency ( fpe) are generally
observed, associated with more energetic backstreaming-electron
beams above 1 keV (e.g., Kasaba et al. 2000; Bale et al. 2000;
Pulupa et al. 2012). In addition, in the deeper region of the
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terrestrial foreshock, weaker Langmuir waves are detected in
association with less energetic backstreaming electrons below
1 keV (e.g., Matsumoto et al. 1997; Kasaba et al. 2000; Pulupa
et al. 2011). The 2fpe emissions, frequently detected in the
terrestrial foreshock, are considered to be generated by back-
streaming-electron-driven Langmuir waves and correlated with
the amplitude of Langmuir waves. Then, the 2fpe emission source
region is confirmed to be the leading region of the electron
foreshock (e.g., Yoon et al. 1994; Reiner et al. 1996; Kasaba
et al. 2000). Above all, when backstreaming electrons and
associated electrostatic Langmuir waves/fluctuations are detected
upstream of the terrestrial bow shock, the spacecraft is considered
to be magnetically connected to the terrestrial bow shock. Thus,
an interesting question arises regarding how an IP shock modifies
the terrestrial foreshock electron dynamics when the IP shock is
magnetically connected to the terrestrial bow shock.

The backstreaming ions near the ion foreshock boundary are
field aligned and become more diffuse and isotropic when they
travel deeper into the foreshock and/or approach the quasi-
parallel shock region (Wilson 2016). Due to the interaction
between the incoming and backstreaming ions, numerous
large-amplitude waves/fluctuations that fall in a broad
frequency range were detected in the quasi-parallel foreshock
region (e.g., low-frequency Alfvén/ion cyclotron waves, and
fast magnetosonic or magnetosonic-whistler waves). Alfvén
waves and/or Alfvén-like oscillations were frequently detected
in the quasi-parallel terrestrial foreshock region in association
with the left-hand resonant ion/ion instability (e.g., Wang et al.
2015; Wilson 2016, and references therein). In particular, when
a quasi-perpendicular IP shock is Earth directed, it may interact
with Alfvén waves/fluctuations in the quasi-parallel terrestrial
foreshock. In the past, many theoretical and simulation
investigations focused on the interaction of Alfvén waves with
shocks (e.g., McKenzie & Westphal 1969; Lu et al. 2009). The
amplitude of the Alfvén waves is enhanced by the shock (e.g.,
McKenzie & Westphal 1969; Lu et al. 2009), and Alfvén
waves detected in the shocked plasma are separated into two
branches propagating in the opposite directions (Lu et al.
2009). Furthermore, clear ripples were identified at the front of
the perpendicular shock due to the interaction with the
upstream Alfvén waves based on two-dimensional hybrid
simulations (Lu et al. 2009). The ripples at the shock front can
affect both reflected ion and electron dynamics (e.g., Lembège
& Savoini 2002; Lembege et al. 2004; Saito & Umeda 2011;
Yang et al. 2012, 2018). Interactions between the Alfvén
waves/fluctuations and a quasi-perpendicular shock are still an
interesting issue that is far from completely understood.
Examination of the features of the particle populations and
waves around the IP shock interacting with Alfvén waves/
fluctuations may provide new insights.

In this work, we report properties of an IP shock propagating
in the quasi-parallel terrestrial foreshock region, which was
observed by Wind (Wilson et al. 2021) at 03:57:56 UT on 1999
September 12. Specifically, in situ measurements of the solar
wind from Wind/MFI (Lepping et al. 1995), Wind/3DP (Lin
et al. 1995) and the thermal noise receiver (TNR) on board
Wind/WAVES (Bougeret et al. 1995) have been used for the
analysis. In Section 2.1, we confirm that the IP shock is
magnetically connected to the terrestrial bow shock via a
comprehensive analysis of magnetic field measurements,
electron pitch-angle distributions (PADs), and wave observa-
tions. Then, with high-cadence magnetic field data (11 samples

per second) and the burst-mode particle data (a full distribution
per three seconds), we investigate how the IP shock modifies
the electron dynamics of the terrestrial foreshock at kinetic
scales in Section 2.2. Furthermore, the interactions between the
IP shock and the Alfvén waves/fluctuations detected in the
terrestrial foreshock region are reported in Section 2.3,
including the properties of Alfvén waves/fluctuations around
the IP shock and the IP shock-reflected ion dynamics. In the
end, the main results are summarized and discussed in
Section 3.

2. Observations and Data Analysis

2.1. Magnetic Connection between IP Shock and Terrestrial
Bow Shock

Figure 1 (left) shows the Wind spacecraft trajectory (solid
black curve) projected in the XY-GSE plane, which covers the
time period from 00:00:00 on 1999 September 10, UTC, to
12:00:00 on 1999 September 12, UTC. Projections of the
model terrestrial bow shock (solid red curve; see Peredo et al.
1995) and magnetopause (solid blue curve; see Roelof &
Sibeck 1993) locations are also plotted for reference. The
model bow shock parameters are adjusted to match the average
location of the observed crossings by the spacecraft. During the
time period considered, the spacecraft traveled across the quasi-
parallel side of the terrestrial bow shock from the downstream
(magnetosheath) to the upstream and then detected an IP shock
(yellow asterisk). The projection of the average magnetic field
vector was determined by averaging the magnetic field during
the time period between the last crossing of the terrestrial bow
shock and detection of the IP shock. As a result, Wind may
generally be magnetically connected to the terrestrial bow
shock along the trajectory between the terrestrial bow shock
and the IP shock. For the basic information of the IP shock, it
passed the Wind spacecraft at 03:57:56 UT on 1999 September
12. The IP shock that is in the supercritical regime with a fast
magnetosonic Mach number Mf∼ 2.1 and an Alfvén Mach
number MA∼ 3.0 propagates in the proton plasma beta βp≈ 1
environment. It is a fast-mode, quasi-perpendicular shock,
with a shock normal angle θBn= 80° and a shock speed
Vshn= 532.8± 3.3 km s−1. The basic parameters of the IP
shock are obtained by the shock discontinuity analysis tool
(Vinas & Scudder 1986). They are consistent with those from
the shock database maintained by J. C. Kasper.11

Figure 1 (right) presents an overview plot of the Wind
observations along the spacecraft trajectory mentioned above.
Figures 1(b)–(c) give the magnetic field magnitude and GSE
components of the magnetic field, respectively. From the
terrestrial bow shock (dashed vertical red line) to the IP shock
(dashed vertical yellow line), the magnetic field magnitude
decreases in general. Furthermore, the X-GSE component (in
red) of the magnetic field is positive in general (<Bx>∼ 2.1 nT )
and the Y-GSE component (in green) of the magnetic field is
usually negative (<By>∼−3.0 nT). This implies that the
observed ambient magnetic field is generally directed sunward.
Therefore, electrons with pitch angles close to 0° are traveling
toward the Sun and may be backstreaming from the bow shock.
In contrast, electrons with pitch angles close to 180° are traveling
antisunward and may be incident to the bow shock. Figure 1(d)
presents the PAD of 265 eV electrons measured by EESA-Low/

11 https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/shocks/
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3DP for reference. Typically, the relevant electron populations of
this energy are the halo and/or strahl in the quiet solar wind or
bidirectional streams of suprathermal electrons within CMEs
(Gosling et al. 1987). Here, the strahl electrons from the Sun are
apparent in the direction antiparallel to the magnetic field,
whereas terrestrial foreshock electron beams (backstreaming
electrons from the bow shock) are clearly identified as evident
enhancements when pitch angles are smaller than 90°. Figure 1(e)
shows the electric field voltage dynamic spectrum measured by
TNR on board Wind/WAVES. The TNR radio receiver on board
Wind/WAVES, which is connected to the 2×50m thin wire
electric dipole antennas (before it was broken by dust impacts),
measures electric fields (from 4 to 256 kHz) by combining five
logarithmically spaced (overlapping) frequency bands (with the
standard frequency resolution being Δf/f= 4.3%). The TNR
radio receiver is especially designed to measure electrostatic
fluctuations produced by the quasi-thermal noise due to the
thermal motion of the ambient electrons and ions. The quasi-
thermal plasma line is clearly visible (between 20 and 40 kHz
before and after the IP shock) and can be used to straightfor-
wardly determine the local electron density (e.g., Meyer-Vernet
& Perche 1989; Meyer-Vernet et al. 2017). The Langmuir wave
activity can be identified as the intense enhancement near the
plasma line. As expected, intense Langmuir waves are associated
with transient enhancements of the electron flux in parallel
direction. Also, 2fpe emissions are clearly detected during the
time period considered. Again, observations of the terrestrial
foreshock electron beams along the magnetic field and the
associated Langmuir wave activity indicate that Wind may in

general be magnetically connected to the terrestrial bow shock
along the trajectory between the terrestrial bow shock and the IP
shock. In addition, the timespan of the electron foreshock region
of a quasi-perpendicular IP shock observed by the spacecraft is
usually shorter than one minute (e.g., Bale et al. 1999; Hoang
et al. 2007; Pulupa & Bale 2008). Therefore, we exclude the
possibility that the terrestrial foreshock electrons and strahl
electrons are disturbed by the IP foreshock electrons. More
details are described in Appendices A and B.
We note that the terrestrial foreshock electron beams are

observed intermittently, whereas the strahl electrons from the
Sun are observed constantly. This may be due to the dynamic
nature of the terrestrial bow shock, especially the large-scale
bow shock expansion (i.e., back and forth movements) due to
the solar wind compression. For the time period considered,
Wind crossed the bow shock three times due to the expansion
from 02:00:00 to 03:00:00 on 1999 September 10, UTC. In
addition, the ambient magnetic field rotates slightly. As a
result, it may connect to different regions on the bow shock
and/or disconnect to the bow shock. In contrast, in Figure 1(a),
both the model bow shock and the projected upstream magnetic
field lines are assumed to be static. Therefore, Wind may not
always be magnetically connected to the bow shock (although
it was for most of the time considered), which may be the main
reason for the intermittent features of the terrestrial foreshock
electron beams. Furthermore, when Wind is magnetically
connected to the quasi-perpendicular terrestrial bow shock,
Lembège & Savoini (2002) showed that electrons may not be
reflected uniformly by the bow shock based on two-

Figure 1. (Left) The Wind satellite orbits in the XY plane of geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinate reference frame from 00:00:00 on 1999 September 10, UTC, to
12:00:00 on 1999 September 12, UTC. The solid black line denotes the spacecraft trajectory. The empirical model bow shock (solid red line; see Peredo et al. 1995)
and magnetopause (solid blue line; see Roelof & Sibeck 1993) are plotted for reference. The triangle and diamond mark the start and end of the Wind trajectory,
respectively. The asterisk denotes the position where an IP shock was detected by Wind. The black arrows represents the projection of the average magnetic field
vectors between the terrestrial bow shock and the IP shock. (Right) The Wind observations that correspond to the trajectory shown on the left. From top to bottom, the
panels show the magnetic field magnitude, magnetic field components in GSE coordinates, the PAD of 265 eV electrons obtained from the EESA-Low instrument on
board Wind/3DP, and the electric field voltage dynamic spectrum from TNR on board Wind/WAVES. The dashed vertical red and yellow lines mark the crossing of
the terrestrial bow shock and the IP shock, respectively.
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dimensional full particle electromagnetic simulation. Instead,
packs of reflected electrons may be formed along the rippled
shock front. This may also contribute to the intermittent
features of the terrestrial foreshock electron beams. Also, a few
weak Type III radio bursts were observed with a cutoff
frequency much higher than local fpe (except for the one
indicated by the white arrow in Figure 1(e)). This indicates that
most Langmuir waves detected between the terrestrial bow
shock and the IP shock are not associated with the energetic
electrons from the Sun, but are driven by the terrestrial
foreshock electron beams.

An expanded view of 5 hr observations around the IP shock
(indicated by the vertical red line) is shown in Figure 2. The
plasma line is apparent, and both local fpe and 2fpe are
overplotted as white dots in Figure 2(a) for reference. Accurate
measurements of local fpe are derived by tracking the plasma
peaks based on the neural network method, whose accuracy is
verified by the full fit of the quasi-thermal noise spectrum (see
Salem et al. 2001; Issautier et al. 2005, and references therein).
Moreover, Figures 2(b)–(e) show that the transient electron flux
enhancements around the IP shock mainly come from the
direction parallel to the ambient magnetic field. More details
about the detectors and specific definition of the directions are
given in Appendix A. Thereby, we verified that the transient
parallel electron flux enhancements exclusively come from the
terrestrial bow shock and therefore correspond to the terrestrial
foreshock electrons. Indeed, intermittent Langmuir waves
(Figure 2(a)) driven by transient terrestrial foreshock electron
beams are observed around the IP shock. We note that a weak
Type III burst was observed around the IP shock. The cutoff
frequency of the Type III burst is much higher than local fpe,
which means that the corresponding flare-accelerated energetic
electrons did not reach the spacecraft. We further checked the
EESA-High/3DP (∼300 eV� E� 30 keV) and SST-Foil/
3DP (∼20 keV� E� 500 keV) measurements and indeed
found no apparent enhancements of the antisunward energetic
electron flux (not shown here). Therefore, we confirm that the
Langmuir waves detected around the IP shock were exclusively
driven by the terrestrial foreshock electrons and not associated
with the energetic electrons from the Sun. Thus, it is quite
striking to mention that the intensity of the bursty Langmuir
waves detected downstream of the IP shock is much higher
than those upstream of the IP shock. Figures 2(a) and (f) show
that the detected Langmuir wave intensity is closely related to
the ratio of the parallel to perpendicular electron flux. When the
terrestrial foreshock electrons and the associated Langmuir
waves are detected, the ratio of the parallel to the perpendicular
electron flux is higher than the ambient values in the free solar
wind. Upstream of the IP shock, the ratio of the parallel to the
perpendicular electron flux is highest for the terrestrial
foreshock electrons with an energy from 96 to 258 eV (see
the green lines in Figure 2(f)). In contrast, downstream of the IP
shock, the energy of the dominant terrestrial foreshock
electrons (with a higher ratio of the parallel to perpendicular
electron flux) is higher than 420 eV (see the dark blue and/or
purple lines in Figure 2(f)). Across the IP shock, the energy of
the dominant terrestrial foreshock electrons and the corresp-
onding ratio of the parallel to perpendicular electron flux are
greatly enhanced. This coincides with the enhanced Langmuir
wave activity downstream of the IP shock. The possible driving
mechanisms are explained in Section 2.2.

2.2. Electron Dynamics at Kinetic Scales

In this section, we investigate how the electron features are
modified across the IP shock at kinetic scales, which are
associated with the mechanisms of wave generations/enhance-
ments. Full electron PADs around the IP shock are plotted in
Figure 3. The labeled energies in Figure 3 are the mean values
of the nine highest energy channels of EESA-Low/3DP after
correcting the estimated spacecraft potential (Salem et al.
2001). Figures 3(a)–(b) present the observations upstream of
the IP shock. Figure 3(c) covers the foot, ramp, and overshoot
structures of the IP shock. Figures 3(d)–(f) give the observa-
tions downstream of the IP shock. The foot, ramp, and
overshoot structures are clearly displayed in both Figures 4(a)
and 7 (a). In Figures 3(a)–(b), both the electron (with an energy
higher than 35 eV) number flux and the energy flux along
the magnetic field (including both parallel, PA < 45°, and
antiparallel, PA> 135°) are higher than those perpendicular
(PA = 90°) to the magnetic field. We confirm that IP foreshock
electrons were not detected by Wind in Appendix B. Therefore,
suprathermal electrons flowing parallel (antiparallel) to the
ambient magnetic field correspond to the terrestrial foreshock
electron beams (strahl electrons from the Sun). This gives
further confirmation that the IP shock is indeed magnetically
connected to the terrestrial bow shock.
We note that both the suprathermal electron number flux and

the energy flux perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field
(i.e., PA = 90°) increase from upstream to the shock ramp
position (see Figures 3 (a)–(c)). This enhancement may be
explained by the pitch-angle scattering by the whistler heat flux
instabilities observed near the shock ramp, together with the
normal betatron acceleration of electrons (see below). Down-
stream of the IP shock, the parallel suprathermal (especially
with an energy higher than 258 eV) electron flux (PA < 45°) is
in general higher than those antiparallel (PA> 135°) and
perpendicular (PA = 90°) to the ambient magnetic field. This is
consistent with the enhanced ratio of the parallel to perpend-
icular suprathermal electron flux across the IP shock mentioned
in Section 2.1 (see Figure 2(f)). This may account for the
generation and/or enhancement of intensive Langmuir wave
activity downstream of the IP shock. When the transient
terrestrial foreshock electrons penetrate the IP shock, the
parallel terrestrial foreshock electron flux is enhanced accord-
ingly. Stated in another way, the transient electron flux
enhancements upstream of the IP shock are further enhanced
when penetrating the IP shock (e.g., Figure 2). Downstream of
the IP shock, the further enhanced terrestrial foreshock electron
beams may contribute to create a larger bump on tail
distributions. In Figure 2(f), the higher energy parallel electron
fluxes can sometimes reach the lower energy parallel fluxes
(higher than 258 eV) when terrestrial foreshock electrons are
detected, which may be remnants of positive slopes. Indeed,
even though the parallel electron fluxes at higher energies are
enhanced (see both Figures 2(f) and 3), they are not high
enough to produce positive slopes on the tail of the electron
distributions. There are two possible explanations: (i) the bump
(the region with a positive slope) on the tail of the distribution
function has already been relaxed to generate and/or enhance
the Langmuir waves, or (ii) the bump still exists, but the EESA
instruments on board Wind/3DP have an insufficient energy
resolution to resolve it. Based on the quasilinear theory of beam
relaxation (e.g., Grognard 1975; Pulupa et al. 2012; Zhao et al.
2021b, and references therein), positive slopes on the bump on
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tail electron velocity distributions can be mediated by Landau
resonance and then further generate/enhance Langmuir waves.
The intensity of the Langmuir waves depends on both the
energy of the electron beam and the height of the bump on tail
distribution, which could explain the more intensive Langmuir
waves downstream of the IP shock well.

Figure 4 gives the wavelet analysis of the magnetic field at a
high cadence of 11 samples s−1 around the IP shock with a
2-minute time interval considered. The magnetic foot asso-
ciated with the precursor whistlers and the magnetic overshoot
are indicated by two arrows in Figure 4(a), respectively. A
detailed view of the magnetic foot and overshoot is shown in

Figure 7(a). Across the IP shock, the magnetic field magnitude
is enhanced. This field jump (at the foot and ramp of the shock)
lasts for about 5 s, much longer than the electron cyclotron
period Tce (0.0038 s < Tce < 0.0086 s). Therefore, the first
adiabatic invariant μ= E⊥/B should be conserved during the
compression, which means that normal betatron acceleration of
electrons may exist. Normal betatron acceleration of electrons
mainly occurs before and at the IP shock (at the foot and ramp
of the shock), as the variation of the magnetic field magnitude
almost remains relatively small downstream of the IP shock.
The normal betatron acceleration of electrons may contribute to
the change of the pitch angle of electrons (Liu et al. 2018).

Figure 2. Five-hour expanded view of measurements from Wind around the IP shock detected at 03:57:56 on 1999 September 12, UT. From top to bottom, the panels
show the electron field voltage power spectrum from TNR on board Wind/WAVES, omnidirectional electron flux, electron flux at different pitch angles including
those parallel, perpendicular, and antiparallel to the ambient magnetic field, and the ratio of the parallel to perpendicular flux. For electron fluxes at different pitch
angles, they are derived from the measurements by the EESA-Low instrument on board Wind/3DP, and electrons from about 6 to 1106 eV are considered. The
labeled energies have been corrected by considering the spacecraft potential. The vertical red line marks the time when the IP shock was detected.
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Precursor whistlers (indicated by the white arrows in
Figures 4(c)–(f)) are observed at 2.0 Hz < f < 4.0 Hz (in
spacecraft frame) near the shock ramp. Figure 5 shows an
example of a minimum variance (MV) analysis (Khrabrov &
Sonnerup 1998) of the magnetic fluctuations at 2.0 Hz <
f < 4.0 Hz (in spacecraft frame) at the foot/precursor region of

the IP shock. The hodograms in GSE and MV coordinates are
shown in the left and right panels, respectively. The wave event
is right-handed polarized with respect to the local magnetic
field, which is consistent with the whistler properties. The wave
event is also right-handed polarized with respect to the
wavevector K̂GSE. However, there is an ambiguity of the sign

Figure 3. Evolution of the stacked line plot of the PADs at the nine highest energies (after correcting the spacecraft potential) from the EESA-Low instrument on
board Wind/3DP. The top/bottom panel of each figure shows the electron PAD of number/energy flux. The physics units are the number flux (#s−1sr−1cm−2eV−1)
and the energy flux (eVs−1sr−1cm−2eV−1).
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of K̂GSE due to projection effects, which results from using only
single-spacecraft magnetic field measurements (Khrabrov &
Sonnerup 1998; Wilson et al. 2017). Since θkB> 0°, the
whistlers observed around the shock are oblique whistler
waves. The shock angle θkn> 0°, so they are not likely to be
phase standing (Mellott & Greenstadt 1984).

Precursor whistlers are generated through dispersive radia-
tion from the shock ramp or indirectly due to instabilities that
are excited by reflected particles (see Wilson et al. 2012, 2017,
and references therein). In addition, precursor whistlers can be

generated (and/or enhanced) by whistler heat flux instabilities
and/or whistler anisotropy instabilities (Wilson et al. 2009; Liu
et al. 2018), which are discussed below. Gary et al. (1999)
demonstrated that the heat-flux-driven whistler mode is always
unstable when the temperature anisotropy of halo electrons
T⊥h/T∥h> 1.01 and always stable when the parallel beta of
core electrons β∥c � 0.25. The primary influence of whistler
heat flux instabilities is to pitch-angle-scatter halo electrons
through cyclotron resonance. Table 1 shows the electron
parameters derived from the 3DP/EESA-Low data around the

Figure 4. Wavelet analysis of the magnetic field measurements around the IP shock. From top to bottom, the panels show the magnetic field magnitude, the GSE
components of the magnetic field, the wavelet analysis of the magnetic field magnitude |B|, and components including Bx, By, and Bz, respectively. The frequency
range of the wavelet analysis is from 0.01 to 5.5 Hz. The two blue arrows in panel (a) indicate the foot (left) and overshoot (right) structures. The white arrows in
panels (c)–(f) indicate the precursor whistlers. The vertical red line marks the IP shock. In panels (c)–(f), the local proton cyclotron frequency (horizontal black line)
and 1/2 lower hybrid frequency (horizontal red line) are plotted for reference.
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Figure 5. An example of an MV analysis of the waves during the time period of 03:57:55 UT ∼ 03:57:57 UT (2.0 Hz <f <4.0 Hz in the spacecraft frame, ratio of the
intermediate to minimum eigenvalues λ2/ λ3 = 59.71, and ratio of the maximum to intermediate eigenvalues λ1/λ2 = 1.110, K̂GSE = [0.96715, 0.06149, −0.24665],
θkB = 53°. 7 (or 126°. 3), θkn = 14°. 2 (or 165°. 8), θkV = 12°. 4 (or 167°. 6)). The hodograms in GSE and MV coordinates are shown. The [X, Y, Z]-MV coordinates represent
the directions parallel to the minimum, intermediate, and maximum variance eigenvectors, respectively. The projections of the magnetic field (B) and wavevector (K)
point outward.
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IP shock. Electron parameters were derived by fitting core
electrons to bi-Maxwellian distributions and halo electrons to
bi-Kappa distributions (Mace & Sydora 2010). For more details
about the fitting algorithm, we refer to Wilson et al. (2009) and
Liu et al. (2018). From 03:57:55 UT to 03:58:05 UT, whistler
heat flux instabilities can be excited, which is a possible driver
of the whistler waves. In Table 1, a clear increase in T⊥h/T∥h is
seen across the shock (03:57:5503:57:58 UT), which may
result from the normal cyclotron resonance that can increase
the transverse energy of the suprathermal electrons and the
normal betatron acceleration of electrons mentioned above.
These results illustrate that (when passing through the IP
shock) whistler heat flux instabilities may contribute to the
increase in perpendicular suprathermal number flux and energy
flux (see Figure 3) through pitch-angle scattering together with
the normal betatron acceleration of electrons.

2.3. Interactions between IP Shock and Alfvén Waves/
Fluctuations

Figure 6 presents the in situ solar wind observations around the
IP shock from Wind, including the magnetic field and the plasma
measurements. Figures 6(b)–(d) show that the magnetic field
components are in phase with the proton bulk velocity
components, indicating signatures of Alfvén waves/fluctuations
both upstream and downstream of the IP shock. This means that
the IP shock is interacting with the ambient Alfvén waves/
fluctuations. We further analyze the features of Alfvén fluctuations
with the corresponding compressibility Cp (Figure 6(g)), and cross
helicity σc (Figure 6(h)). The compressibility Cp is defined as
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(Gary 1986; Yao et al. 2013; Zhao et al.

2021a), where Np is the mean proton density, B is the mean
magnetic field magnitude, δNp is the fluctuation of the ambient
proton density, and δB is the ambient magnetic field fluctuation.
The cross helicity σc is defined as ( ) ·s = d d
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& Goldstein 1982; Yao et al. 2013), where δV is the proton bulk
velocity fluctuation and δVA is the fluctuation of the ambient
Alfvén velocity. Following similar procedures to those of Yao
et al. (2013), we used a moving-time window width of 10 minutes
to calculate the background quantities (mean values) and then the
corresponding fluctuating quantities. Also, a moving-time step of
3 s was used for the calculations, so that Cp and σc were obtained
for each 3 s time interval.

Upstream of the IP shock, for most of the time, σc is close to
one, whereas Cp is close to zero, which indicates signatures of
shear Alfvén waves. Since σc> 0 and the ambient magnetic
field is in general sunward, the detected Alfvén waves purely
propagate antisunward. Also, Figure 6(f) shows that the
upstream plasma (


~^ 1.0

T

T
p

p
) inhibits ion mirror-mode and

cyclotron instabilities. Downstream of the IP shock, (1) the IP
shock shows evidence for preferentially perpendicular ion
heating by the enhanced Tp⊥/Tp∥ across the shock, so that the

Tp⊥/Tp∥ values touch the threshold values of both the ion
cyclotron and mirror-mode instabilities. Although the threshold
values of the ion cyclotron instabilities are lower than the
corresponding values of the ion mirror-mode instabilities, the
presence of heavy ions in the solar wind (nα/np≈ 5% or even
larger; see Figure 6(g)) should depress the ion cyclotron wave
growth rate, which favors the mirror-mode growth (Price et al.
1986; Liu et al. 2006). Therefore, the shocked plasma
downstream of the IP shock is marginally unstable to the
mirror mode. (2) Especially, the fluctuations denoted by the
region between the two dashed vertical blue lines show mirror-
mode features, which is evidenced by the anticorrelated density
and magnetic field magnitude fluctuations (Figure 6(a); Hubert
et al. 1989; Liu et al. 2006; Zhao et al. 2019a) and the
temperature anisotropy exceeding the mirror-mode onset
condition (Figure 6(f)). Also, Cp is enhanced in the denoted
large-scale structures than in the ambient plasma. (3) Mean-
while, downstream of the IP shock, σc has both positive and
negative values, and the ambient magnetic field is still
generally sunward. Therefore, Alfvén waves in the shocked
plasma can be separated into two parts, one propagating
sunward (σc < 0), and the other propagating antisunward
(σc> 0), which gives direct observational evidence for the
simulation results (e.g., Lu et al. 2009). This gives a similar
picture that Alfvén waves striking the terrestrial bow shock
should launch various disturbances into the magnetosheath,
including both antisunward and sunward Alfvén fluctuations
(e.g., Sibeck et al. 1997; Cable & Lin 1998; Matsuoka et al.
2000). Furthermore, σc varies from positive to negative in the
denoted large-scale structures, which indicates that the sunward
Alfvén waves may result from the interaction between the
antisunward Alfvén waves and mirror-mode waves. This is
similar to the process that the antisunward Alfvén waves
interacting with the fast and/or slow magnetosonic waves
contributes to the growth of the sunward Alfvén waves (e.g.,
Schwartz 1977; Lacombe & Mangeney 1980).
We checked the ion distribution functions (Figure 7) from

the PESA-High instrument on board Wind/3DP to examine the
ion dynamics at/around the IP shock interacting with Alfvén
waves/fluctuations. The particle distributions have already
been transformed into the solar wind bulk flow rest frame based
on the proton bulk flow velocities measured by the PESA-
Low/3DP instrument. The PESA particle detectors on board
the Wind/3DP suite were designed to make measurements of
three-dimensional low-energy (<30 keV) ion distributions (Lin
et al. 1995). The PESA-Low instrument measures ions from as
low as 100 eV to as high as 10 keV with 14 different energy
channels, which is designed primarily to provide solar wind
bulk properties (i.e., ion density, velocity, and temperature).
The PESA-High instrument measures ions of 80 eV–30 keV at
15 different energies. The proton bulk velocity measurements
by PESA-Low/3DP agree well with those determined by
Wind/SWE Faraday Cups (Ogilvie et al. 1995). As shown in

Table 1
Wind/3DP Electron Parameters from EESA-Low Burst Mode Data

Time(UT) T⊥c/T∥c T⊥h/T∥h T∥h/T∥c β∥c nce(cm
−3) nhe(cm

−3) nhe/nce

03:57:49–03:57:52 0.71 0.65 9.85 1.61 3.61 0.27 0.075
03:57:52–03:57:55 0.72 0.89 6.90 1.67 2.27 0.20 0.087
03:57:55–03:57:58 1.10 1.09 7.56 0.84 4.27 0.27 0.063
03:57:58–03:58:02 1.03 1.10 10.31 1.10 7.35 0.10 0.014
03:58:02–03:58:05 0.98 1.07 10.31 1.23 7.20 0.10 0.015
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Figure 7(c), quite intense beam-like populations of gyrating
ions (indicated by black arrows) are observed around the shock
ramp, with velocities of about 450 km s−1. The observed
velocities of the gyrating ions are consistent with the theoretical
values according to specular reflection theory (Gosling et al.
1982). The time range of Figure 7(c) covers part of the shock
foot/precursor, ramp, and the overshoot structure (Figure 7(a)).
The gyrating ions are observed in association with the magnetic
foot and overshoot structure, consistent with previous theories/

simulations (e.g., Paschmann et al. 1980; Leroy et al. 1982) and
observations (e.g., Paschmann et al. 1982; Sckopke et al. 1983;
Thomsen et al. 1985). Similarly, Figure 7(d) gives evidence of
gyrating ions behind the overshoot of the IP shock (indicated
by black arrows). The velocity/density of the gyrating ions
behind the overshoot of the IP shock is higher/lower than the
corresponding values at the shock ramp. This is similar to the
ion dynamics of the IP shock propagating inside an ICME (Liu
et al. 2018) and in the ambient solar wind (Wilson et al. 2012).

Figure 6. From top to bottom, the panels show (a) the comparison between the magnetic field strength and the proton number density, (b)–(d) the comparison between
X (Y, Z) component of magnetic field and proton bulk velocity in the GSE coordinate, (e) the proton plasma βp, (f) the proton temperature anistropy (black) with
thresholds of ion cyclotron (red) and mirror-mode (blue) instabilities for comparison, (g) the compressibility (black) and alpha abundance (red), and (h) the cross
helicity, respectively. The vertical red line marks the IP shock propagating in the terrestrial foreshock region. The region denoted by the two dashed vertical blue lines
downstream of the IP shock shows mirror-mode features. For the calculations of thresholds of ion cyclotron and mirror-mode instabilities, we refer to Liu et al. (2006)
and references therein.
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Compared to another IP shock in the ambient solar wind
(Mf∼ 4.7, θBn= 82°; see Wilson et al. 2012), the current IP
shock (Mf∼ 2.1, θBn= 80°), which propagates within the
terrestrial foreshock, is weaker but associated with more
intense beam-like gyrating-reflected ions (Figure 7(c)).

3. Summary and Discussions

This paper reports a comprehensive analysis of the properties
of an IP shock magnetically connected to the terrestrial bow
shock. Key findings are obtained concerning how the IP shock
modifies the terrestrial foreshock.

1. As expected, intense Langmuir waves and 2fpe emissions
are generally detected when the terrestrial foreshock
electron beams are observed. It is quite striking that
intensive bursty Langmuir waves are detected downstream

of the IP shock. They are likely driven by terrestrial
foreshock electron beams penetrating the IP shock. Also,
bursty Langmuir waves detected downstream of the IP
shock are even more intensive than those upstream of the
IP shock. Based on the statistics on the waves at/around
the IP shocks, Wilson et al. (2007) showed that Langmuir
waves frequently occur in the ramp region, whereas they
are rarely detected downstream of the IP shocks. Our
results indicate that Langmuir waves excited downstream
of the IP shock depend on both the ambient upstream
plasma (i.e., transient electron beams penetrating the IP
shock) and the IP shock itself. We find that the intensity of
the detected Langmuir waves is closely related to the
energy of the electron beam and the corresponding ratio of
the parallel to perpendicular electron flux. Across the IP
shock, the energy of the dominant electron beam is higher

Figure 7. Evolution of the ion distributions (in the solar wind frame) across the shock ramp obtained from the PESA-High/3DP instrument. The solar wind bulk flow
velocities, which are used to transform particle distributions into the bulk flow rest frame, were determined from the measurements by the PESA-Low/3DP
instrument. (a) Plot of a 20 s window of the magnetic field magnitude (11 samples s−1) around the IP shock. Foot-like magnetic enhancement (red curve) associated
with precusor whistlers and magnetic overshoot can be clearly identified near the shock ramp. (b)–(d) Ion distributions corresponding to the time ranges of three color-
coded shaded regions in panel (a). The contours show constant phase space density in the plane containing the ambient magnetic field (horizontal axis) and the local
solar wind velocity. Projected onto the planes are the shock normal direction (dashed red line), the shock surface (solid red line), and the solar wind velocity direction
(solid black line). Gyrating ions are indicated by the black arrows.
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and the corresponding ratio of the parallel to perpendicular
electron flux is enhanced, which coincides with the more
intensive Langmuir waves.

2. Oblique precursor whistlers are observed around the IP
shock, associated with the whistler heat flux instabilities.
Whistler heat flux instabilities contribute to the pitch-
angle scattering of the suprathermal electrons (both the
terrestrial foreshock electrons and strahl electrons from
the Sun), together with the normal betatron acceleration
that occurs across the shock. This is similar to the picture
of the disappearance of bidirectional electrons down-
stream of an IP shock inside an ICME (Liu et al. 2018).

3. The IP shock is interacting with the Alfvén waves/
fluctuations detected in the terrestrial foreshock region.
Upstream of the IP shock, Alfvén waves/fluctuations are
incompressible and purely propagate antisunward. In
contrast, downstream of the IP shock, the shocked plasma
shows both Alfvénic and mirror-mode features. Alfvén
waves/fluctuations are separated into two parts, one part
that propagates sunward, and the other that propagates
antisunward, which may be due to the interaction
between the Alfvén waves/fluctuations and the mirror-
mode waves.

4. Specularly reflected gyrating ions are detected based on
the particle distribution, which covers the magnetic foot,
ramp, and overshoot structures. This is consistent with
the specular reflection theory prediction, and provides
evidence that the reflected ions may provide energy
dissipation for a supercritical quasi-perpendicular IP
Shock (Paschmann et al. 1980; Leroy et al. 1982). We
note that more intense beam-like gyrating-reflected ions
are associated with the present IP shock (Mf∼ 2.1,
θBn= 80°), compared to those reflected by another IP
shock in the ambient solar wind (Mf∼ 4.7, θBn= 82°; see
Wilson et al. 2012). This may be partly explained by the
interaction between the IP shock and the upstream Alfvén
waves/fluctuations (present within the terrestrial fore-
shock region), which can generate some rippling at the IP
shock front (e.g., Lu et al. 2009). This additional rippling
can modify the dynamics of the gyrating ions reflected by
the IP shock and lead to some diffusion. A detailed
analysis of this interaction requires further investigation.

In summary, this work provides deeper insights into how an
IP shock modifies the terrestrial foreshock region via wave
analysis and particle distributions. Recent observations from
the Parker Solar Probe (Fox et al. 2016) show that the pristine
solar wind in the inner heliosphere is highly Alfvénic (e.g.,
Kasper et al. 2019; Bale et al. 2019; Huang et al. 2020; Zhao
et al. 2021a). Also, very many Langmuir waves were detected
in the free pristine solar wind (e.g., Bale et al. 2019;
Jagarlamudi et al. 2021), which indicates the presence of the
transient electron beams near the Sun. The Sun has become
more and more active since 2021, and more IP shocks driven
by solar eruptions are expected to be observed in the inner
heliosphere. The IP shocks near the Sun will interact with
Alfvén waves/fluctuations and the transient electron beams in
the free pristine solar wind. Therefore, present results may also
provide some hints on the properties of IP shocks interacting
with Alfvén waves/fluctuations and transient electron beams
near the Sun.
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Appendix A
Source of the Transient Electron Beam

In Section 2.1, Figures 2(b)–(e) show that the transient
electron flux enhancements around the IP shock mainly come
from the direction parallel to the ambient magnetic field. In this
context, the ambient magnetic field is in general directed
sunward, therefore the parallel electron flux enhancements
should come from the terrestrial bow shock. However, the
ambient magnetic field rotates slightly, which may change the
situation. In Figure 8, we compare the parallel (antiparallel)
electron flux with the sunward (antisunward) electron flux. The
sunward electron flux is calculated based on the similar
technique to calculate the electron PADs. When calculating the
parallel (and/or antiparallel) electron flux, the ambient
magnetic field vectors are used to calculate the electron pitch
angles. In contrast, the sunward unit vector [1, 0, 0] in the GSE
coordinate is used to calculate the proxy electron pitch angles
and then the sunward (antisunward) electron flux.
Specifically, both Figures 2(b)–(e) and Figure 8 present the

measurements derived by the EESA-Low/3DP instrument (Lin
et al. 1995). The EESA particle detectors on board the Wind/
3DP were designed to make measurements of three-dimen-
sional low-energy (<30 keV) electron distributions. The
EESA-Low analyzer covers the energy range from 3 eV to
1.1 keV, whereas the EESA-High analyzer detects electrons of
300 eV to 30 keV. Both instruments have operational fields of
view of 180°× 14° and 15 logarithmically spaced energy
channels. Each detector sweeps out 4× π steradians in space to
give a full distribution in one spacecraft spin (with the spin
period being 3 s). The data are combined on board with 88
angular bins for both instruments.
We note that all particle data shown herein have been

transformed from the spacecraft into the solar wind bulk flow
rest reference frame using the proton bulk velocities measured
by the PESA-Low/3DP instrument. For each energy bin,
eight pitch-angle (or the proxy ones) bins are defined to
calculate the resulting distributions. For example, the mean
values of eight defined pitch-angle bins are [14°, 35°, 57°,
79°, 101°, 123°, 145°, and 165°]. The derived distributions
are summed and then averaged over each two consecutive
defined pitch-angle bins. As a result, the parallel direction
covers 14°–35°, the perpendicular direction covers 79°–101°,
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and the antiparallel direction covers 145°–165°. The sunward
and antisunward electron flux are defined in a similar way.
Moreover, the EESA-Low measurements have been corrected by
considering the effects of the spacecraft floating potential. We
estimate the spacecraft potential following the previous
methods/procedures outlined in Salem et al. (2001). Only
measurements from the energy channels higher than the
estimated spacecraft potential are shown. The labeled energies
are the mean values of the corresponding energy channels after
correcting the estimated spacecraft potential. Figures 8(a)–(b)
show a clear concurrence of the parallel electron flux
enhancements and the sunward electron flux enhancements.
Also, both the antiparallel and antisunward electron flux are
relatively quiet (see Figures 8(c)–(d)). Therefore, we confirm
that the transient parallel electron flux enhancements should
exclusively come from the terrestrial bow shock.

Appendix B
Exclusion of IP Shock as a Source

Previous investigations (e.g., Bale et al. 1999; Pulupa &
Bale 2008) showed that the foreshock electrons of a quasi-
perpendicular IP shock can cause increases in both the parallel
and antiparallel electron flux in front of the shock surface.
Furthermore, the timespan of such an IP electron foreshock
region observed by the spacecraft is usually shorter than one
minute. Therefore, such IP foreshock electrons likely do not
contribute to the transient electron flux enhancements men-
tioned in Appendix A. IP foreshock electrons may nevertheless
affect the analysis in Section 2.2. As a result, we need to verify
whether Wind detected such IP foreshock electrons. Based on
the burst-mode particle data set, Figure 9 shows that no
apparent increases are observed in electron flux in either the
parallel (sunward) or antiparallel (antisunward) directions

Figure 8. Five-hour expanded view of electron flux measurements from the EESA-Low instrument on board Wind/3DP around the IP shock. From top to bottom, the
panels show electron flux (from about 6to 1106 eV) in parallel, sunward, antiparallel, and antisunward directions, respectively. The labeled energies have been
corrected by considering the spacecraft potential. The vertical red line marks the time when the IP shock was detected.
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upstream of the IP shock. Therefore, we conclude that the IP
foreshock electrons likely did not pass Wind.
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